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In extreme environments the
adaptation of peoples to theirr
environment
may
require
major changes to the landscape through agriculture orr
other land use. Such landscapes therefore reflect the
lives and histories of the
people who have lived there.
A variety of scientific analyses
can be used to reveal how
w
people lived in the past and
the results of these investigations can provide lessons forr
the management of landscapes in the future.

Soils can act as a store of information, recording the past
management of a landscape
over thousands of years.
Microscopic
fragments
of
different objects found in the
soil can be used to inform us
about peoples’ lives.
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Qassiarsuk in southern Greenland; recreation of a
Viking long house in foreground.
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G
Greenland
is dominated by the massive icecap
c
covering the majority of its land area. The weather is
e
extreme both in day to day changes and between
w
winter and summer months.

Southern Greenland is today populated by people descended
from Inuit hunters who have settled in small sheep-farming and
fishing communities. Just over 1000 years ago however Vikings
settled in the area. These settlers met few if any people: the
indigenous Inuit population only visited the region periodically
on hunting trips. The Viking settlers by contrast were sedentary
farmers, bringing sheep, cows and horses. The Viking colony
was a success and lasted for over 400 years, building farms,
churches and a cathedral before meeting a mysterious fate in
the 1400s.
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This installation uses visual
information gained from the
forensic examination of soils
from old settlements; this information concerns the everyday farm-life of the Viking
settlers and is used in this
installation to inform both the
synthesis of the sounds heard
and the images seen.
In
doing so over a thousand
years of soils records are
explored and revealed in
different perspectives.

By illuminating and making audible this ancient landscape, we
invite you to reflect on the nature of these past communities and
the extremes of the environment they faced…

